
Welcome to Techno Viz

An All-In-One Sales And Marketing Platform Is Available 
To Meet All Your Business Needs.

We offer a comprehensive solution that gathers all the necessary tools to address the challenges 
faced by your digital agency, all conveniently accessible in one place.

Begin Your 14-Day Free Trial Today!

Techno Viz Provides Everything Your Business 
Needs To Achieve Success.

Introducing Techno Viz, the pioneering all-in-one platform that equips you with the essential tools, 
support, and resources to excel in your business endeavors.

Commence Your 14-Day Free Trial Now!

New Features



All In One Inbox
Discover a unified platform that seamlessly integrates all your digital communications, making management a breeze.

Appointment Calendar
Introducing a seamless scheduling and tracking tool for all your meetings and events.

Funnels & Websites

Access powerful tools for creating impactful websites and optimized sales funnels to drive conversions effectively.

Workflow Automations
Implement a cutting-edge system that streamlines and automates routine tasks, significantly boosting overall efficiency.

Memberships

Incorporate a feature that enables seamless management of subscription-based courses and member privileges.



Social Planner
Effortlessly schedule and manage your social media posts to ensure optimum engagement with your audience.

Reputation Management
A comprehensive strategy designed to shape the public perception of an organization or individual by 

influencing the information available about them online. This process involves systematic monitoring and 
shaping of their digital footprint to create a positive image.

Enhances brand image and credibility

Mitigates the impact of negative publicity

Boosts visibility and cultivates a positive online presence.

Begin Your 14-Day Free Trial Today!

All Reports In One Place
Experience the efficiency of a centralized system that gathers, consolidates, and presents data from various 

sources, offering a comprehensive overview of your operations, metrics, and results.

Facilitates quicker and more informed decisions.

Saves time on compiling reports.

Enhances data accuracy and reliability.

Begin Your 14-Day Free Trial Now!



All In One CRM
Introducing a customer relationship management platform that seamlessly integrates all CRM functionalities, 

encompassing contact management, sales, and customer service, all within one easy-to-use tool.

Simplifies operations with centralized data

Enhances customer satisfaction through personalized service.

Drives conversions with integrated sales tools

Begin Your 14-Day Free Trial Now!



Access all the tools you need in one comprehensive 
platform.

Introducing Techno Viz, a unified business solution that bundles essential tools for efficiently 
managing, optimizing, and scaling your business. Access all these resources conveniently from one 

centralized dashboard.

Commence Your 14-Day Free Trial Today!

Our Plans & Pricing
Take your business to the next level with our flexible and transparent pricing, tailored to adapt to 

your specific needs.

All our plans come with unlimited use and users.

Basic
An entry-level package offering fundamental tools and features.

$5

Unlimited Storage

25 Users



Supports

All-In-One Inbox

Social media scheduler

Reviews

Text to Get Paid

 Recorded Call Center

$125/m
Basic Free Trial

GET STARTED

Standard
A mid-tier package providing enhanced capabilities for growing businesses.

Everything In Basic Plan +

$20

Unlimited Storage

100 Users

Supports

CRM & Segmentation

Calendar System

Funnels & Forms

Pipelines

Multi-channel Campaigns

$297/m
Standard Free Trial

GET STARTED
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Unlimited
The top-tier package, offering comprehensive tools and superior features .

Everything In Standard Plan +

$39

Unlimited Storage

Unlimited Users

1 Free Domain

Supports

Websites

Online Store

Workflows Automation

Memberships

Surveys

Reports

$650/m
Unlimited Free Trial

GET STARTED

More Details
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